ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 57

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The tank’s transmission ensured that the right amount of power was transmitted
to the tank’s wheels to drive at a given speed. This was achieved through the use
of gear ratios.

T

he on-board transmission took the form of a singlestage lower reduction gearbox with a transmission
ratio of 5.7:1, which reduced the speed of the
driving wheel relative to the main shaft. It served
to constantly increase the torque on the drive wheel, due
to the reduction in the speed of movement on all gears.
The on-board transmission comprised a pair cylindrical
gearwheels, mounted in the crankcase, welded and riveted

to stern and on-board sheets of the hull, and covered by
a lid attached to the crankcase by bolts. Part of the crankcase
that protruded from the hull was closed by an armoured
hood.
The on-board transmission was divided into two nodes:
the driving shaft node and the driven shaft node. There were
two inal drives: right and left, located symmetrically along
the sides in the stern section of the tank.
The left inal drive difered
from the right by
the presence of a drive
to the speedometer; in all
other respects both inal
drives were identical.
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BM
057A

LM

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

057A

4 × LED lights with wires

1

057B

Cable clip

7 + 1*

BM

1.7 × 4mm screw

7 + 2*

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

VM

2.0 × 4.2mm screw

1 + 1*
* includes spares

057B

3

Secure the whiteand-black wires
with three
more wire clips (057B)
in the positions shown
and ix with a BM screw
through each clip.

057B

BM

057B

057B

BM

BM

VM

1

Feed the 8-wire plug attached to the LED lights
(057A) through the hole in the side of the battery box
(053A) and push it irmly on to the 8-pin connector
on the printed circuit board (054A).

4

Fit the on–of
switch (054B) into
the rectangular
hole in the rear
of the lower hull (056A).
Ensure that the white
wire is closest to the ON
marking on the underside
of the hull. Fix the switch
with two LM screws.
Finally, secure the whiteand-black wires with one
more wire clip (057B)
and a BM screw.

054A

LM
053A

054B

057A

057B

057A

056A
LM
BM

2

Spread out the wires so that one pair of LEDs with
yellow-and-black wires and green-and-black wires
go to the left side and one pair go to the right
side. The white-and-black wires with the switch should go
to the rear. Secure the wires with three wire clips (057B)
in the positions shown below, and ix each clip with a BM screw.

5

057B
057B
BM
BM

Take the battery
box lid (053B)
supplied with
issue 53 and it it over
the battery box (053B),
ensuring that the two
support tabs engage in
their corresponding slots.
Fix with a VM screw.

053B

BM
057B

2

VM

3

ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 58

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Two belt brakes were fitted in order to stop and turn the tank
on the driven drums of the on-board clutches.

T

o get the tank to turn, the belt on the corresponding
on-board clutch was tightened, resulting in the
caterpillar track on one side of the tank ceasing to
move. But as the track on the other side of the tank
continued to move, the tank turned in the direction of the
braked track. The brake belt on the external drum of the
on-board clutch was tightened by moving the driving levers
in the direction of the stern of the tank, or by depressing
the foot brake pedal.

Disengagement of the on-board clutches, and tightening
of the brake belts, was actuated by a drive unit that was
common to the clutch and the brake.
When moving the control levers in the direction
of the stern of the tank, the on-board clutches were irst
disengaged, after which, braking began. When the foot
brake pedal was depressed, the on-board clutches were
not disengaged and both external drums were braked
simultaneously.

The brake belt was made
of sheet steel with
a thickness of 2-3 mm.
Thirteen cast-iron pads
were riveted to the belt
from the inside.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

058A

Lower chassis lock

1

058B

Brake band

2

058C

Connector bar A

2

058C

058A

058G

EM

IM

058F

UM

058B

058D

IP

058E

058D

Connector bar B

2

058E

Crew escape hatch

1

058F

Hatch lock

1

058G

Hatch hinge

2

EM

2.3 × 5mm screw

3 + 1*

IM

1.7 × 3mm screw

2 + 1*

UM

2.0 × 3 × 5mm screw

2 + 1*

IP

1.7 × 3mm screw

2 + 1*

3
058C

Fit the axles of one connector bar A (058C) into
the jaws of the gearbox frame (049C) on the left side
of the lower hull. Then wrap the brake band (058B)
around the diferential left outer (051A). Stretch the brake
band gently and it the connector bar B (058D) over the lug
projecting from the diferential left outer.

058B

049C

051A

058D

* includes spares

1

Fit the engine and gearbox assembly from stage 52
on to the two screw posts on the lower hull
panel (055A) and on to the screw post at the rear
of the lower hull (056A). Fix with three EM screws from
beneath the hull.

EM

EM

058G

058E
IM

IP

056A

058F

IP
UM
058G
058D

049C
058D

051D

5

056A

055A

2

058C

EM

058E

Carefully fit the longest axle of a connector
bar A (058C) into one end of a brake band (058B).
You will need to bend the brake band on to the ends
of the axle. Fit a connector bar B (58D) into the other end
of the brake band (058B). Repeat for the second brake band,
connector bar A and connector bar B.

058B

4

Repeat to it the right side brake band (058B).
Fit the axles of the connector bar A (058C) into
the jaws of the gearbox frame (049C) on the right
side of the lower hull. Then wrap the brake band around
the diferential right outer (051D). Stretch the brake band
gently and it the connector bar B (058D) over the lug
projecting from the diferential right outer.

IM

Fit the hatch hinges (058G) to
the outside lat face of the crew escape
hatch (058E), ensuring that the barrel
of each hinge is outermost. Fix with an IP
screw through each hinge. Then it the hatch
over the oval hole in the lower hull (056A)
and ix with two IM screws through the hinges.
Finally, it the hatch lock (058F) over the front
edge of the crew escape hatch and ix with
a UM screw. The hatch can now be opened
by irst twisting the hatch lock.

058C
058B

058A

6

Fit the lower chassis lock (058A) over the rear
underside edge of the lower hull (056A) and ix
with a UM screw. Do not tighten the screw fully, so
that the lock can be rotated. The lock will secure the hinged
transmission cover (033A) in a later stage.
058D

2

058B

058C

UM

056A

3
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STEP 59

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The ammunition supply of the T-34-85 tank consisted of 55 artillery shots for
the 85-mm cannon, most of which were kept in boxes in the fighting compartment.

T

he tank carried 55 artillery shots, 36 of which were
high explosive, 14 were armour-piercing tracer
projectiles, and ive sub-calibre projectiles. These
were stored in the hull and turret using three
diferent types of stowage: racks, clamps, and crates.

The artillery shots for the gun were delivered to the crew
packed in boxes. Before ammunition was placed in the tank,
the condition of the packing was checked. After the shots
were inspected, any grease, sand and mud on them was
removed. They were sorted by their markings and weight
and placed in the designated stowage area in the tank.

‘Markings’ refers to
conventional signs
and inscriptions that were
painted on the shells, shell
cases and ammunition
containers.
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059A
059C
059B

GP

059D

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

059A

Ammunition box A

1

059B

Ammunition box B

1

059C

Small lid

2

059D

Ammunition box F

1

059E

Large lid

1

GP

2.3 × 4mm screw

6 + 2*

059E

3

* includes spares

Fit ammunition box F (059D) to the two screw
posts on the right edge of the battery box (053A),
orientated as shown. Fix with two GP screws.

053A

1

Fit ammunition box B (059B) to the two screw posts
on the rear edge of the battery box (053A), orientated
as shown. See also step 3 to ensure you it all the boxes
in the correct pattern. Fix with two GP screws.

053A

059D
GP

059D
GP

GP

059B
053A

4

Fit a small lid (059C) to both ammunition
box A (059A) and ammunition box B (059B).
Fix a large lid (059E) to ammunition box F (059D).
No screws are required.

059B

GP

2

Fit ammunition box A (059A) to the next pair of screw
posts on the battery box (053A), orientated as shown.
See also step 3 to ensure you it all the boxes
in the correct pattern. Fix with two GP screws.

053A

059C
059C

059A
GP

059A

059E
GP

2

3
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STEP 60

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
In accordance with the Manual on materials and operation of the T-34-85 tank
the crew had to perform a number of actions when stacking artillery shots.

W

hen stacking artillery shots in a tank, it was
essential to replace any KTM-1 and KTMZ-1
fuses that had a torn, punctured or broken
membrane and check whether the fuse
housing was damaged; if necessary it was permitted to turn
it (at a distance of 20-30 metres from the tank) under
the direction of the artillery technician. Any kind of work
with ammunition was prohibited within the tanks; it was
permitted only to take of caps and remove dust and grease
from artillery shots and shell cases with rags.

It was ordered that:
• Rust was to be removed with a brass scraper and cloth
impregnated with diesel fuel or kerosene; artillery shots with
nicks and dents were to be replaced;
• The projectile was irmly attached to the shell case
to the sleeve; if the projectile was loose in the case, then such
a shot could not be placed into a tank or used for shooting;
• A cap chamber protruding from the bottom of the shell
case was to be screwed in with a special key parts, and
recessed more than 0.5 mm.

Artillery shots that had
cracks at the bottom
of the shell case or
on the lange, or large
dents on the body,
were replaced.
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LM

060A

060B

GP

060C
060D

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

060A

Ammunition box C

1

060B

Ammunition box D

1

060C

Ammunition box E

1

060D

Small lid

3

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

GP

2.3 × 4mm screw

4 + 1*

3

Fit the deeper ammunition box E (060C) to the two
screw posts on the lower hull panel (055A) in front
of the battery box (053A), orientated as shown. Tuck
the wires beneath the box. Fix with two LM screws.

LM

053A
060C

* includes spares

060C

1

Fit ammunition box C (060A) to the two screw posts
at the centre of the battery box (053A), orientated
as shown. See also step 3 to ensure you it all the boxes
in the correct pattern. Fix with two GP screws.

GP

LM

060A
053A

4

060A

Fit a small lid (060D) to ammunition box C (060A),
ammunition box D (060B) and ammunition
box E (060C). No screws are required.

GP

060D

060D

060D

2

Fit ammunition box D (060B) to the front pair of screw
posts on the battery box (053A), orientated as shown.
See also step 3 to ensure you it all the boxes
in the correct pattern. Fix with two GP screws.
060B

GP
053A
060B

GP

2

3

